
The club has reached the stage where we have a freeze on new membership. This is largely due 
to the fat that we have run out of moorings to allocate,  There are two reasons for this 

1. Increase in membership which is good

2, continued loss of moorings which is bad. 


This year alone we’ve lost 4 moorings:

In March, storm Dennis brought Bluebelle and Aspirations ashore some way down the creek. 
These were both sinker or ground chain failures and both moorings  were  lost.

Bluebelle was wrecked. 

Aspirations was severely damaged, but was recovered by Andy Charczuk and is being repaired by 
him as the new owner. 

Eos came ashore soon after launch, I was able to find the riser chain so it was repaired.

Rozinante came ashore late season due to a mooring line failure.

Stringalong came ashore in November ,this again was a low level failure & I couldn’t find  the 
chain so the  mooring is lost.

An unoccupied mooring was lost close to the eastern shoreline probably over last winter. 


I’ve allocated 3 moorings this season to new and returning members which has used all moorings 
known to be available. 

There are 3 occupied moorings which I hope to make available once the boats can be removed, 
due to change of ownership or resignation.


At the last AGM we introduced a ruling, which stated that boats would only be lifted in,  if they  
were going onto a mooring, with a written record of it being checked in the previous year.

This may be difficult this year,  so this ruling will be delayed for a year, however I will expect a 
written report, ideally using the website mooring check form, from all boats  soon after they 
launch this year, which will cover them to be launched next year.


We hope to start relaying moorings as soon as possible we’ve acquired some of the materials for  
this such as new buoys and ground chain, we have plans for a new raft specifically designed for 
laying sinkers  which Lawrence is able to build for us, we just need to the coronavirus to be under 
control before we can realistically start relaying lost moorings.



